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A ffordableA ffordable

Spectar sheet causes less breakage overall
- in shop, in transportation, in installation, and in

use.  O nce in use, finished products enjoy a long
life reducing replacement costs. And no special
fabrication equipment is required. These benefits
translate into real money savings (and less head-
aches!) for everyone.

Not only does the sheet possess noise reduc-
ing properties, but its UV stability comes with
a 10 year warranty. It has been given all food
approvals (FDA, BGA). Not only does it save

time and energy, redu-cing costs, but allows
you to work it hot or cold -  it works how and

when you need it to work.

Spectar sheet is tough, clear, versatile, easy to work
with, chemical resistant, and affordable - making it well
suited for a variety of demanding sheet and glazing
applications ranging from store displays to signage.
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Tough

Spectar sheet is tough yet machines and
thermoforms easy. It can be cut with a laser or
with conventional table,  band,  or radial-arm
saws with blades commonly used for plastics -
without leaving sharp edges and with minimal
wear on equipment. And it has superior chem-
ical resistance.

Clear

Spectar sheet maintains exceptional
clarity during fabrication, heating, and vacuum
forming without whitening.  Because surface
scratches and scuff marks can be removed using
a common heat gun, a clear,  like-new appear-
ance can be maintained.

V ersatile

Spectar sheet can be cut, routed, welded,
drilled, die-punched, bent cold or hot, and joined
by screws, rivets, or bolts.  It can be edge-pol-
ished, using sanding, solvents, flame- polishing,
or commercial edge-finishing equipment. Spectar
sheet provides excellent material distribution and
part definition du-ring thermoforming - without
pre-drying the sheet. It forms clear, strong bonds
with commercially avai- lable cements and sol-
vents. The sheet accepts screen printing, painting,
and hot stamping -  even registration printing.
And it can be colored in a rainbow of shades,
standard or custom-matched.


